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Welcome! 



Thank you for choosing to participate in an experiment on how people make various decisions decisions. Please read carefully all the instructions that will appear on this screen.







There is no right or wrong answer in any question, question we just want to know about your opinion.







It is very important to follow instructions carefully carefully. It is also very important not to communicate with any other participant for any reason. Any attempt to communicate with each other will result in the failure of this experiment. Don’t hesitate asking questions if you don’t understand something. something



 











For your participation in the experiment you will receive the amount of 15€. In addition, a random amount of money up to 3€ will be assigned to each one of you. This amount will be added to your initial fee and the computer will announce it privately to your screen. This information is personal and we ask you not to share it with anyone else. W would We ld like lik to t reassure you that th t eachh one off you has h the th same chances of receiving any random amount between 0.5€ and 3€. The computer has been programmed to make fair draws. The money given for your participation is yours to use as you wish. During the session you will have the opportunity to buy some products and lotteries.







You can make bids for the products or lotteries as high as you want and you must not feel bounded by the fees you will receive. However, you should know that if you are the highest bidder in an auction you will have to pay for the product or lottery you bid.







Because we are trying to find out the value for various products, we ask you not to communicate with each other. If you have any questions, at any point, please raise your hand and someone will come for your help. help







No communication is allowed with any participant for no reason. reason







Since we will conduct this survey with other students, we ask you not to discuss about any part of the survey with other students.



In today's y session yyou will participate p p in 4 p phases. In some of the phases we will use what is known as a Second price Vickrey auction. auction



How the auction works     



The auctions has 4 basic steps: Step 1. 1 You will first examine the food products we are about to auction. Step 2. Each one of you, will submit a bid for each food product d iin the h appropriate i field fi ld in i the h computer screen. Step 3. The computer will rank bids from the highest to the lowest. Step 4. The person that submits the highest bid wins the auction but will pay the price of the second highest bidder. In case of ties the computer decides about the highest bidder randomly.



Example Suppose that 10 people (person 1, person 2, person 3, person 4……, person 10) submit bids to buy a concert ticket. The submitted bids are:



Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4 Person 5 Person 6 Person 7 Person 8 Person 9 Person 10



24,50 € 80,00 € 85,00 € 12 00 € 12,00 65,00 € 0€ 67,00 € 34,50 € 9,9 € 10,00 €



Person 3 Person 2 Person 7 Person 5 Person 8 Person 1 Person 4 Person 10 Person 9 Person 6



85,00 € 80,00 € 67,00 € 65 00 € 65,00 34,50 € 24,50 € 12,00 € 10,00 € 9,9 € 0€















In this type of auction it is always in your best interest to submit bids exactly equal to your valuation for the product. If you submit a bid higher than your valuation for the product, the second highest price may be higher than what you are willing to pay. In addition, you do not gain by submitting bids lower than your true willingness to pay. This is because the highest bidder generally does not pay the amount he/she offers, but the pprice submitted byy the second highest g bidder. Think about person 3. 85 € - 80 € 5€



60 € 80 € 0 €



Please complete Pl l t th the computer test.... test You are not graded, we just want to make sure you understood the procedure



Q&A shown in the computer (not on screen) 1. The highest bidder will buy the auctioned product and will have to pay the price he/she bided. Α True Α. T Β False Β. F l 2. If you have the second highest bid you win the auction. Α True Α. Β False Β. 3. You will pay less than your bid but you will never pay more than your bid. Α. True Β. False 4. Only the person which submits the highest bid wins the auction and will have to pay the price submitted by the second highest bidder. Α. True Β. False



Q&A shown in the computer (not on screen) 5. In this type of auction it is always in your best interest to bid the exact amount that you are willing to pay. Α. True



Β. False



6. It does not make sense to bid 0 €. Α True Α. T



Β False Β. F l



Phase 1 



















In the first phase you will participate in 5 auction rounds rounds, where in each round we will auction 3 products simultaneously. These rounds are hypothetical. hypothetical You won’t won t have to buy a product nor pay for it. However, it is very important to bid as much as you would be willing to pay for the product and not more. In every round you will be able to observe the 2nd highest price of the previous round as well as the ID code of the highest bidder. After the 5th round the computer will randomly choose one pproduct and one round which will be binding, g that is yyour decisions will be realized. The computer will then announce the highest bidder. Every round and product has the same chance of being randomly drawn. The computer has been programmed to make fair draws.



Phase 2   











In this phase you will participate in 5 auction rounds rounds, where in each round we will auction 3 products simultaneously. These rounds will be real. That is, if you are the highest bidder for a product you will have to pay for it. it In every round you will be able to observe the 2nd highest price of the previous round as well as the ID code of the highest bidder. bidd After the 5th round the computer will randomly choose one product and one round which will be binding, that is your decisions will be realized. The computer will then announce the highest bidder. Everyy round and product p has the same chance of being g randomly drawn. The computer has been programmed to make fair draws.



Please submit a bid for product 1:



Please submit a bid for product 2:



Please submit a bid for product 3:



The highest bidder of the previous round is ID3 The 2nd highest price of the previous round is (€):



Υ



Please submit a bid for product 1: The highest bidder of the previous round is ID2 Th 2ndd highest The hi h price i off the h previous i round d iis (€): (€)



Χ



Please submit a bid for product 2:



The highest bidder of the previous round is ID2 Th 2nd highest The hi h t price i off th the previous i round d iis (€): (€) Please submit a bid for product 3:



Ζ



The randomly chosen product is _________ Y are ((not) You t) the th highest hi h t bidder bidd The binding round is round _________ The price you will pay is _____ € or The Th product d was sold ld ffor ____ €



ΑΤΤΕΝΤΙΟΝ!! You are submitting b i i bids bid in i (€) not in i cents That is if your input is 2, it means 2 € and not 2 cents To bid 2 cents you need to write 0.02 cents. 0 02 



The decimal point is the dot (.) ( ) and not the comma (,) That is, is if you need to submit a bid for 56 cents then you must write 0.56 AND NOT 0,56. 



Auction procedure 







From phase 2, one round and one product will be randomly chosen. This means that if are the highest bidder in one of the rounds you will buy JUST ONE product and NOT all three products. From phase 2, one round and one product will be randomly chosen.



Phases 3 and 4  











In these phases we will work with lotteries lotteries. Every decision you are making is real. After finishing with these two phases, the computer will randomly draw which of the phases will be binding, that is for which phase the decisions will be realized. realized Both phases are equally likely to be chosen as binding. g The computer p will randomly y choose one number, 1 or 2. If number 1 is chosen then phase 3 will be realized, whereas h if number b 2 is i chosen h then h phase h 4 will ill be b realized.



Phase 3 



In this pphase we will show you y different ppairs of lotteries and we will ask you to indicate which lottery you prefer from each pair. That is, you may see something like this: Which lotter lottery do you o prefer? A or B?











A:



90% chance of winning €5,00 and 10% chance h off llosing i €1,50 €1 50



Β:



20% chance of winning €12,00 and 80% chance h off llosing i €0,50 €0 50



You will have to choose which lottery out of the pair you prefer. The computer when drawing a lottery it draws a number between 1 and 100. If this number is, for example, 22 then if you’ve chosen lottery A you’ll win 5€. If you’ve chosen lottery Β you’ll lose 0,5€. Each number between 1 and 100 is equally likely of being drawn. The computer has been programmed to make fair draws.



Phase 3 In this phase you will choose between 3 pairs of lotteries. lotteries  If this phase is randomly drawn as binding then 1 of the 3 pairs of lotteries will be randomly drawn and the lottery of your choice will be realized. realized  The computer will notify you if you won or lost additional money. The computer determines wins or losses depending on th reall chances the h off winning i i or losing l i as given i by b the th lottery. l tt  That is, if lottery Α that you chose gives 90% chances of winning 5€ and 10% chances of losing 1,5€ then you really have 90% chances of winning 5€ and 10% chances of losing 1,5€. If you win, this amount will be added to your fee, that is: 15€+random amount+5€ 



If you lose then this amount will be deducted from your fees that is: 15€+random amount-1,5€



Q ti ? Questions?



Phase 4 











In this phase you will participate in an auction for 6 lotteries. You will be asked to indicate how much you are willing to pay to buy each of the 6 lotteries by stating the corresponding amount of money in the respective input box of your screen. The auction type we will use is the 2nd price auction, auction similar to what we used in the beginning of this session. The screen y you will be lookingg at will look somethingg like this….



Please submit your bid for the lottery: A. 90% chances of winning g 5€ and 10% chances of losing 1,50€.



Please submit your bid for the lottery: B. 20% chances of winning 12€ and 80% chances of losing 0,50€. Please submit your bid for the lottery: Γ. 75% chances of winning 6€ and 25% chances of losing g 1,00€.



The highest bidder of the previous round is ID3 The 2nd highest price of the previous round is (€): Please submit your bid for the lottery: A. 90% chances of winning g 5€ and 10% chances of losing g 1,50€.



The highest bidder of the previous round is ID2 The 2nd highest price of the previous round is (€): Please submit your bid for the lottery: B. 20% chances of winning 12€ and 80% chances of losing 0,50€.



The highest bidder of the previous round is ID2 The 2nd highest price of the previous round is (€): Please submit your bid for the lottery: Γ 75% chances of winning 6€ and 25% chances of losing 1,00€. Γ. 1 00€



Υ



Χ



Ζ



Phase 4  











You will repeat this procedure for 10 rounds. rounds After each round you will be able to observe the 2nd highest g price p for each lotteryy as well as the ID code of the highest bidder. After the 10th round the computer will choose whether h h this hi phase h or the h previous i will ill be b realized. li d Both phases are equally likely to be chosen as binding. If this phase is chosen as binding then the computer will randomly choose one out of 10 round and one out of 6 lotteries. We will therefore ignore the rest of the rounds and lotteries. Every round and lottery are equally likely to be chosen. chosen



Phase 4 



The person that bids the highest bid for the chosen lottery and round will buy the lottery at the 2nd highest price.







A draw will then determine whether this lottery wins or loses. If you are not the buyer of the lottery your profits will just be your participation fee (plus random amount). If you are the buyer of the lottery we will deduct the amount of purchase of the lottery from your fee and will then add (deduct) the yield of the lottery. lottery



Phase 4 Example:  If you bought lottery Α (90% chances of winning €5,00 and 10% chances of losing €1,50) for 3€ and the computer indicated that the h llottery won the h your profits fi are: 15€+random amount €+5€ Εif your lottery lost then your profits are: 15€+random amount €-1,5€







ATTENTION!! You are submitting bids in (€) not in cents That is if your input is 2, it means 2 € and not 2 cents. To bid 2 cents you need to write 0.02







The decimal point is the dot (.) ( ) and not the comma (,) () That is, if you need to submit a bid for 56 cents then you must write 0.56 AND NOT 0,56. 



You cannot buy more than one lottery from this session. The auction is not hypothetical, you will have to pay for the lottery if you are the highest bidder.



Phase 1 



IIn this thi phase h you will ill participate ti i t in i 5 auction ti rounds, d where h in each round we will auction 3 products simultaneously.



Gum ELMA Dental



T diti Traditional l Cookies C ki Potato chips with vegetables and herbs



The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.



Phase 2 



In this phase you will participate in 5 auction rounds, where in each round we will auction 3 products simultaneously simultaneously.




















Appendix-experiment 1.pdf






a Second price Vickrey auction Second price Vickrey auction. Page 4 of 30. Appendix-experiment 1.pdf. Appendix-experiment 1.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. 
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